History of original corner establishment:

Corner originally set by Henry Meldrum in 1879. He set post and scribed 2 BTs. M. Whitmore found corner in 1963. He set post and scribed 2 new BTs.

Diagram:

```
T4S  R9W
33  34
```

Description of corner evidence found:

Found a 4"x4" post with S33 on west face and S34 on east face from which

- A 36" snag brs. S30E 44.2 feet scribing and axe mark visible (orig)
- A 50" snag brs. S40W 2.6 feet mark rotted off (orig)
- A 16" fir brs. S53E 69.7 feet face healed (M. Whitmore, 1963)
- A 24" fir brs. N45W 56.1 feet face healed (M. Whitmore, 1963)

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:

- Set a 2"x30" iron pipe with brass cap marked T4S  R9W
- 33  34
- 1970  920

Set Whitmore post beside corner.
Set steel fence post north of corner 3 feet with F.S. attention sign facing west.
Replaced BT tags and painted red on all BTs.